Hybrid adaptive neural network for remote sensing image classification
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ABSTRACT

The proposed study employed a method for identifying the main contents (category/class) that a remote sensing image (RSI) belongs to, as well as the percentage contribution if the image comprises a significant number of different content types. Histogram based approach has been used to extract the pixel density distribution (PDD) and its normalized form helps to make solution independent from image physical characteristics. A multilayer feedforward artificial neural network (ANN) design has been used to address the classification problem. The architecture included an adaptive form of transfer function, whose slope characteristics changes along with weights as learning progresses. The approach of solution design is computation efficient because it doesn’t apply extensive pre-processing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Addressing the public’s diverse and expanding requirements in a constrained environment will be one of the future challenges. Success in this undertaking requires efficient land management and competence to effectively allot land to a wide range of applications. Three components are said to be necessary for resource "management" to be effective. These include knowledge about natural resources, clear regulations on how the resource may be managed (Such as laws, policy, and administrative processes), and involvement from everyone with a stake in the area [1].

When it comes to delivering geographical data on the physical properties of the land, remote sensing (RS) and its associated technologies are of utmost importance. RS is the process of gathering and analysing data about an entity or the phenomena using electromagnetic radiation without directly contacting them (from aircraft or satellite). The two primary categories of RS are optical and microwave. Electromagnetic radiation having a wavelength between 1 cm and 1 m is used in microwave RS as a measuring technique. Since microwaves have a longer wavelength than visible and infrared radiation, they have the valuable feature of penetrating clouds, fog, and ash. When collecting radiation reflected and emitted from the surfaces being examined, optical RS focuses on that region of the electromagnetic spectrum with wavelengths ranging from visible to near infrared up to thermal infrared [2]–[4].

Remote sensing image’s (RSI) temporal, spectral, radiometric, and spatial resolutions define it. Spectral resolution is the ability of a sensor to define accurate wavelength intervals. The narrower the wavelength range for a given channel or band, the higher the spectral resolution [5], [6]. Examples of spatial resolution include the linear dimension on the ground that each pixel represents and the portion of the ground
it saw in its current field of view are the smallest objects discerned by the sensor. The degree of electromagnetic energy that a sensor is sensitive to each time it takes an image determines the radiometric resolution. Radiometric resolution is the ability of an imaging system to identify incredibly small changes in energy. A sensor with higher radiometric resolution can be used to identify subtle variations in the energy being radiated [7]. The time interval between two consecutive images taken by the sensor at the same ground location is referred to as the temporal resolution. Based on their orbit, satellite-based sensors may continually monitor a region or return to the same region every few days [8]. The temporal characteristic is useful for tracking change in land usage.

Land cover (LC) is one of the most important and common uses of RS and land use (LU) mapping. The LC describes the top layer of the earth, including any flora, bodies of water, soil, snow, desert, or other surface coverings. The LU indicates how a piece of land is used for animal habitat, farming, or recreation. The application of LU constitute ongoing monitoring and baseline mapping since the conveying of information in a timely manner is a necessity to ascertain the accurate tracking of land and to identify the modifications in land with time. This information will be useful in creating plans to balance development demands, competing uses, and conservation. The destruction of agricultural land, encroachments in water bodies, the expansion of cities, and the reduction of forest cover are issues that are driving LU research [9]. RSI often has a high spatial resolution and a poor spectral resolution, or vice versa, as a result of technology compromises linked to data quantity and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) constraints. The classification procedure is used to identify various feature types on the surface of the earth based on the notion that each has a unique spectral reflectance and emission property [10], [11].

The practical requirement of utilizing RSI across various applications serves as the motivation behind this research. By developing an adaptive artificial neural network (ANN) model this research aims to streamline the process and to improve the speed to accurately classify RSI into a class/category regardless of their source, resolution, or size. This method seeks to provide important insights into the existence and importance of defined classes/categorias, thereby enhancing decision-making across several domains. In conclusion, the primary driving force behind the research is to maximize the potential of RSI through automated classification for better decision support.

There are six sections to this research. The first section discusses the core concepts of RSI, LU, and LC while summarizing the motivation and contributions of the study. The second section includes a thorough literature review. The suggested solution and a block diagram for resolving the identified problem are presented in the third section. The emphasis on experimental work in the fourth section allows for a deeper comprehension of the image characteristics used and makes it easier to train the model. The fifth section is devoted to providing the test image's results and an explanation. The sixth and last section provides a conclusion of the research.

2. RELATED WORK

ANN categorization has been extensively used in RS applications. There are several different ANN types, each of which aims to improve a certain aspect of categorization effectiveness. Conjugate gradient is one technique with a low memory need and good efficiency. According to Zhang and Yu [12], three components that were obtained using principal component analysis and classified using the conjugate gradient approach were applied to landsat thematic mapper (TM) images and found that this ANN outperforms a traditional classifier in both quantitative and visual assessment. Han and Liu [13] presented an extreme-learning-machine (ELM) ensemble approach, where feature segmentation and non-negative matrix factorization were initially performed to the RSI in order to enhance the ensemble's diversification. ELM was then used as the main classifier to increase classification accuracy [13]. Kaichang et al. [14] have been recommended two learning granularities for inductive learning (IL) from spatial data, these are spatial object granularity and pixel granularity. The findings suggest that spectral uncertainty can be largely resolved through IL.

Dong et al. [15] was suggested in consideration of the features of RSI, a classification system based on hopfield neural network in paper, findings indicate that its accuracy surpasses maximum likelihood (ML). He and Tong [16] proposed an adaptive-ant colony algorithm (ACA) based hyper-spectral image classification to address the issues of slow convergence, poor accuracy, and low speed. With the aim of achieving high classification precision in complicated ground object environments and to avoid local convergence, a modified technique is devised which address the RSI classification challenge using gene expression programming that is based on grouping technique [17]. In order to improve efficiency, Tan et al. [18] presents a method for classifying RSI based on support vector machine (SVM) and object semantics. Rough sets theory is a recently developed soft computing technique for handling ambiguity and uncertainty. Dong et al. [19] highlights the fundamental theory, nature, and contemporary applications of rough sets. The processing of RSI classification then incorporates the rough set theory.
Gustafson Kessel and Gath Geva algorithms were devised [20] to enhance the conventional fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm, which uses the Euclidean distance norm. These algorithms are being utilized to improve classification accuracy and overcome the drawbacks of FCM in conventional clustering techniques. Research by Wan et al. [21], a self-adaptive adjustment of clustering centre strategy is provided after evaluating the spectrum characteristics of multispectral RSI, which is one type of RSI of LU consisting of many different surface object categories, and difficult to develop a multi-distribution framework of class spectral component. While the modified granular hough transform improves the recommended granular watershed algorithm's ability to differentiate lines of different widths and lengths in RSI, the latter performs considerably more reliably with human visual qualities in the segmentation as stated in [22].

Over the recent years, lots of effort has gone into creating various scene categorization algorithms for RSI. Chen et al. [23] sparsed regularise feature learning to solve multi-class classification problems with satisfactory performance. A comparison of the various supervised learning techniques for classifying RSI was reported [24]. The analysis's primary focus was on categorising LU and LC with SVM being found to be the most successful approach out of all those assessed. A hyperspectral image (HSI) is a type of image that may capture a large range of finely tuned small spectral bands between the infrared and visible spectrum. The vast volume of spectral data offers significant LC information that assists in the accurate categorization of LU and LC on the surface. However, obtaining labelled training data from HSI necessitates labor-and-time-intensive processes. Therefore, a classifier design that employs as few labelled samples as feasible for classification was suggested [25] based on active learning. The objects and features of RSI typically have ambiguous backgrounds and are unable to produce satisfying results. The significant intraclass differences make it more challenging to appropriately identify the RSI. In order to resolve this problem and collect three particular domains characteristics for the scene categorization challenge, the multi-view-feature-learning-network has been presented [26]. To address the aforementioned issues with classic deep learning (DL) networks, the ensemble of prototype networks and model-agnostic-meta-learning was introduced [27]. This method applied meta-learning to the RSI categorization issue. A prominent subject of study is the multisolution classification of panchromatic and multispectral images. The key issue in this subject is figuring out how to properly analyse data and extract characteristics to increase classification accuracy. For the categorization of multi-resolution RSI, a concept for an adaptive-hybrid-fusion (AHF) network that included data fusion and feature fusion was given out in [28].

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
The aim is to develop a computationally inexpensive yet efficient ANN model for categorizing LC in RSI of any size. The primary objective is to identify the main class/category the image belongs to, and then calculate each class/category percentage contribution. It is essential that the design be template-free in order to prevent the necessity for template storage and save memory utilization.

To address the above aim, some kind of intelligent solution technique is to be implemented, which can give performance above the cost of compute and memory demand. This is possible if we reduce the dimension of the image information without using a complex compression algorithm. The quantitative information should be representative of the available image contents characteristics and should be of the same size irrespective of the image size. Then to develop an intelligent platform for a classifier that is both simple and efficient which supports effective learning.

To accomplish the goal, the entire image classification issue has been framed as a one-dimensional pattern recognition problem. There are two stages over which the whole solution was designed. The quantitative availability of contents has been determined using the histogram approach. The pixel density-based distribution, which provides a one-dimensional pattern and has the same array length for the various image sizes, was generated through normalization. Using the extremely efficient capability of universal approximation of multilayer feed-forward architecture to provide the facility of efficient learning of pixel density distribution (PDD) pattern. Gradient learning is made more effective by including an adaptive slope in the activation function of the neural network.

Multilayer perceptron’s (MLP) three layers were considered, with the hidden and output layers carrying the active function, which is a uni-model sigmoid function. The weight was upgraded using the gradient descent method, which included the momentum term to boost the speed of convergence. If the slope of the sigmoid function is fixed, the operation may shift during learning in the saturation regions R1 and R3, as illustrated in Figure 1(a). When the inputs are varied, there is little to no change. Such a situation may make correct and quicker learning harder since the operating region may not shift from there or may need a significant number of iterations to come out.

Hence in the proposed solution during the training, the slope of the activation function has adaptive characteristics which provide the change in the slope, cause of change in the area of active and saturation regions as shown in Figure 1(b). This provision gives the learner three degrees of freedom: hidden layer...
weights, output layer weights, and activation function slope. The learning technique that was used is illustrated as follows.

a) Weighted initialization of the network connection with a random value in the range [-1 to 1], and the slopes of all active functions is set to 1.

b) From PDD the training is set, input is considered and the network processing is applied, to deliver the outputs.

c) The obtained output was then compared to the pre-defined class/category targets, and the error result was evaluated using (1) and (2).

For output layer,

\[ a_i^t = (T_q - x_{out,i}) G(u_i^t) \]  

(1)

For hidden layer,

\[ a_i^t = \sum_{h=1}^{n} a_h^{t+1} w_{hi}^{t+1} G(u_i^t) \]  

(2)

d) The up-gradation of weights of the connection can be defined as in (3):

\[ w_{ij}^{t+1} = w_{ij}^{t} + \mu a_i^t x_{out,j} \]  

(3)

e) The up-gradation of the activation function slope defined through (4):

\[ \gamma_i^{t+1} = \gamma_i^{t} + \beta a_i^t + \sigma [\gamma_i^{t} - \gamma_i^{t-1}] \]  

(4)

f) Check the convergence, if not success go to step b).

Figure 1. Sigmoid function (a). Different regions under uni-model sigmoid function and (b). Change in the area of active and saturation regions with different 'p' values (or slopes)

The suggested solution’s entire flow diagram for the training and testing phases is given in Figure 2. Each RS colour image’s individual red (R), green (G), and blue (B) colour matrix pixels were first extracted. A corresponding colour histogram for each is then generated. All image’s PDD has the same scale throughout the horizontal and vertical axes as a consequence of applying a self-maximum normalizing technique to the histogram, in order to make the size for all histograms equal within the range of 0 to 1. To create the training data set for each colour, a set of PDD for the same class/category images was created. The output layer has the same number of nodes as the number of image class/categories. The gradient technique was used in the training to provide the appropriate weights and slope values for each class/category and colour. These weights and slope values were stored, which needed much less memory than storing the templates.
As a result, three neural networks are developed, each capable of recognizing the pattern of normalized pixel density (NPD) for RGB colour pixel matrices. During the test, the colour matrix pixels were extracted first, and after getting the histogram for each colour matrix, the normalized pixel density distribution (NPDD) was obtained. To process the input for each colour pixel matrix, the same three architectural were used during training. The highest correlation between image PDD and neural network parameters attained defined the maximum output with the existing class/category. If more than one major content contributor existed in the images, the results from different nodes in the network are getting values in a similar proportion because each network architecture has been trained to recognize the pattern of NPDD for different class/categories. This proportional outcome can be used to determine if certain class/category contents are present in the input images.

4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

Five different image affiliation types (i) snow covered (ii) bare land (iii) water body with land structure (iv) vegetation and (v) city have been taken into consideration in this work, depending on what was assessed to be the majority of the image's content. There are no limitations on the types and resolution of images included in the findings, thus varied image sizes have been taken into consideration. The individual colour matrix images (R, G, and B) have been extracted from each image, and a histogram has been created for each colour matrix. After normalisation, each identical colour matrix from various categories was arranged in a block with NPD. As a consequence, there are three blocks each which contained the distribution of pixel densities for various categories. Each colour matrix’s length has a 256 PDD, and there was a total of 5 distinct categories. Therefore, a feed-forward neural network with an input size of 256 neurons and an output size of 5 neurons has been taken.
into consideration for training. A total of 16 hidden nodes were taken into account. Less than 10% of the input dimension, this number of nodes has been determined to offer the best generalisation. At the active nodes, the uni-model sigmoid function has been taken into consideration as the transfer function. In order to make learning faster and more effective, gradient descent has been used to simultaneously impart learning of neuron weights and transfer function slope. A momentum element is incorporated into the learning process to allow faster learning. The learning and momentum constants were 0.2 and 0.1 respectively. These parameters’ low values ensure slow, smooth learning and a maximum of 500 iterations set. In order to make the suggested solution appear aesthetically accurate, we took into consideration of two images (i.e., image-1 and image-2) from each of the five class/category as illustrated in Figure 3, and the Table 1 gives the specifics of the training image's size of these two images from those class/categories. It is obvious from looking at the histogram in Figure 4 (i.e., image-1 and image-2 from each category) and their normalised histogram in Figure 5 (i.e., image-1 and image-2 from each category) that this problem of image classification categorization may be effectively handled employing pattern recognition techniques and neural networks. For each set of colours (R, G, and B) in the colour matrix, the learning convergence with the proposed neural architecture is depicted in Figure 6. It is evident that mean square error (MSE) was reduced quickly and nearly to zero.

![Figure 3](image-url)

Figure 3. Images used in training from five different categories/classes: (a). Snow cover, (b). Bare land, (c). Water and land structure, (d). Vegetation, and (e). City

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories/classes</th>
<th>Image-1 (size in pixels)</th>
<th>Image-2 (size in pixels)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Snow cover</td>
<td>888x572</td>
<td>508x595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare land</td>
<td>421x297</td>
<td>421x262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water and land structure</td>
<td>136x128</td>
<td>136x128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetation</td>
<td>789x555</td>
<td>1024x768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>600x309</td>
<td>2847x2817</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4. Histogram corresponding to each image in the categories/classes used in training: (a). Snow cover (b). Bare land, (c). Water and land structure, (d). Vegetation, and (e). City

Figure 5. NPD vs pixel distribution, corresponding to each image in the categories/classes used in training: (a). Snow cover, (b). Bare land, (c). Water and land structure, (d). Vegetation, and (e). City
5. RESULTS

To verify the performance of the proposed solution, a new image (Test case image) has been considered as depicted in Figure 7(a). The obtained histogram and corresponding NPD of the test case image is shown in Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c) respectively. The testing of this image begins with the extraction of the colour matrix pixels (R, G, and B), and the NPDD was produced after each colour matrix’s histogram was obtained. The same three architectural settings from the training were applied to this image. Every network architecture has been trained to identify the pattern of NPDD for various class/category, so if there were multiple important content contributors in the image, the results from various nodes in the network are receiving values in a similar proportion. If specific class/category contents are present in this image, it can be ascertained using this proportionate result.

The test case image clearly shows that the majority of the information was concerning a city class/category. The city class/category obtained the highest decision value, as shown in Table 2’s last column, where the readings for Red is 0.5787, Green is 0.3955, and Blue is 0.5997 when summed together yield a total of 1.5739, the highest of any other class/category. The third column in Table 2, where the values for Red is 0.0379, Green is 0.6697, and Blue is 0.4251 when added together provide a total of 1.1326, has emerged with
the second highest decision value because the test case image also shows the presence of a water bodies. It is evident from the Figure 7 that there exists combination of vegetation, water bodies, buildings and some part of bare land in the test case image. After processing the entire test case image, the determined decision values for the various colours (R, G, and B) and category/class contents are depicted in Figure 8, and the numerical results of each class/category are provided in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour matrix</th>
<th>Snow cover</th>
<th>Bare land</th>
<th>Water and land structure</th>
<th>Vegetation</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0.0244</td>
<td>0.0469</td>
<td>0.1379</td>
<td>0.1316</td>
<td>0.5787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>0.0223</td>
<td>0.0605</td>
<td>0.6697</td>
<td>0.0183</td>
<td>0.3955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
<td>0.1029</td>
<td>0.4251</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>0.5997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.0548</td>
<td>0.2102</td>
<td>1.1326</td>
<td>0.1591</td>
<td>1.5739</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. The decision value over individual colour matrix and final class/categories outcome

6. CONCLUSION

RSI categorization is widely used in real-world situations. With the transformation of the image classification problem to a pattern recognition challenge, the requirement for having an effective and straightforward classification solution design has been archived. This transformation has made it possible to create a solution that works for images of any size and type. Dimension has been drastically decreased, and the transform array now only has 256 variables for images of any size. The adaptive slope has made learning more efficient, and storing merely weight values has lessened the load on memory. In order to understand how a particular region has changed over time, it might be extremely helpful in reality to be able to define the different class characteristics quantitatively. For example, it may be used to describe the many changes that have taken place in a city or how agricultural land has changed from being utilised for farming to being bare land or inhabited by buildings. It is conceivable to add the sort of neural architecture that combines good performance with a simple design.
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